ABOUT THE EVENT
bri e f
GOLUBOI OGONIOK (Blue Light) is one of the most popular
and charming events among the Russian Nights in Switzerland line.
This time we will light it up in Zermatt is a prestigious
ski resort in Switzerland.

On the night of January 13 to January 14, 2022, an
unforgettable, bright evening awaits guests at the stunning
Mont Cervin Palace hotel, at an altitude of 1620 meters above
sea level!
We have prepared an unforgettable program for you, with
outstanding, talented artists who will spend the whole night
with us, give us music, dances and a full charge of wonderful
positivity for the whole year.
With the support of the Swiss Consulate in Russia, all guests
will be issued visas and permission to enter Switzerland.
We light the Goluboi Ogoniok not only for our guests, but also
for those who need help today. We share our success with
the Life Line charity foundation, transferring funds for the
treatment of children, so our sponsors and each of our guests
make this world a little better!
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Thursday January 13
from 12.00

Guest arrival and accommodation in the best hotels of the resort:
• Mont Cervin Palace 5*
• Monte Rosa 4*
• Schweizerhof Hôtel de Luxe 4*

18.30 - 20.00 Meeting guests at a festive cocktail with champagne from Reybier Hospitaliy
in the Kristallsaal room at Mont Cervin Palace
20:00 - 00.00 Celebrating the Old New Year in Alexander-Seiler room.
Gourmet dinner ‘à la russe’ from Chef Mont Cervin Palace, René Kockelkoren.
Wine, music, fun, new acquaintances and a wonderful atmosphere
00.00 – 2.00

Dance, dance, dance, to 80-90s music with a lively DJ

Friday January 14
8.30 - 10.30

Breakfast in the snow after a stormy night with champagne
and carols of the Russian Format choir

January, Saturday 15 and Sunday 16
Skiing, snowboarding and tobogganing, guided snowshoe hikes, air travel over the
Matterhorn by helicopter with Air Zermatt. SPA treatments, lunches on snow-white
slopes in cozy chalets, dinners in the best restaurants in Zermatt
This part of the programme is for those who choose the 4 day package. We provide guests
of the Blue Light with the service of buying ski passes and organizing recreation according
to an individual program
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GUEST TICKET
pri c e s
TICKETS without accommodation

1 night / 2 days
CHF

3 nights / 4 days
CHF

Mont Cervin Palace 5*, single occupancy

1300

2220

Individual ticket

Mont Cervin Palace 5*, couple’s offer

2300

3400

Couple ticket

Hotel Monte Rosa 4*, single occupancy

1000

2150

Hotel Monte Rosa 4*, couple’s offer

1600

3150

Hotel Schwizerhof 4*, couple’s offer

2000

2800

Hotel packages

900 CHF
1700 CHF

the package INCLUDES:

The tickets INCLUDES:

• visa support and permission to enter the country (excluding the cost of the visa);
• accommodation in accordance with the selected package;
• Blue Light holiday show-programme;
• a gala cocktail with champagne at the Mont-Cervin Palace;
• gourmet dinner from René Kockelkoren with a Michel Reybier Hospitality wine card;
• breakfast with champagne at the hotel;
• transfer from the Zermatt train station to the hotel chosen for the stay;
• ski passes on request;
• gifts from sponsors and partners

• Goluboi Ogoniok show-programme
• gala cocktail with champagne
at the Mont-Cervin Palace
• gourmet dinner from René Kockelkoren
with a Michel Reybier Hospitality wine card
• gifts from sponsors and partners
• invitations for visa to Switzerland

In addition to the services of guests:

ski slopes 360 km; SPA services (for residents of Mont Cervin Palace & Schweizerhof); sledding, horse-drawn carriage,
snowshoeing; helicopter flight over the famous Matterhorn
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INDIVIDUAL CREATIVE TECHNIQUES PR / PUB / COMMUNICATION

POSITIONING DURING THE EVENT

COMMUNICATION WITH GUESTS

PRINTING MATERIALS

PR & MEDIA PROGRAM

ADDITIONAL EVENTS

SPONSOR

PARTNER

50’000 CHF

20’000 CHF

5’000 CHF

Press-wall individual

++

Press-wall general

++

+

+

Sponsors acknowledgment in organiser’s speech

++

+

+

On-screen advertisement during the event

++

+

+

Table branding

++

Provision of lots for charity auction and lottery

++

+

+

Sponsor’s speech at opening ceremony

++

+

Individual advertising stand

++

+

Gitfs and samples for guests

++

+

double page spead

single page spread

Brochures, invitations, tickets, press-releases (logo with status indication)

++

+

+

SMM Communication (Instagram, Facebook, Linkedin)

++

+

+

Guest Booklet with all information about event

Module advertisement in Swiss and Russian mass media

+
half-page spread

additional cost

Organiser’s web site (Logos, information, links)

++

+

+

Mailing and emailing

++

+

+

20 VIP

8 VIP

4 VIP

10 rooms max

4
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10%

10%

10%

Breakfast on the snow on 14th january
VIP (B-2 category) – invitations only for the dinner&show

TICKETS & INVITATIONS

GENERAL SPONSOR

Special fixed room rates at 3 partner’s hotel
(booking directly with us obligatory untill 20 october 2021)
Partner discount for all extra tickets

Branding of Champagne Bar

TARGET AUDIENCEg u e s ts
a nd
By country of residence

15%

By type of activity
and social status
• Businessmen, financiers, lawyers, doctors,

Europe and other countries

architects and other professionals

By nationality

20%

of the guests
are from Russia

• Influential names from Switzerland and Russia
• Members of aristocratic families
• Celebrities and representatives of the world

of music, art, science and sports

• Media representatives
• Diplomats

30%
Russia

55%
Switzerland

30%

of guests are Swiss
and Europeans

50%
of guests are Russian-speaking
residents of Switzerland

SHOW PROGRAMME i&s ts
art

Wonderful artists will light the Goluboi Ogoniok
on the night of January 13, 2021 in Zermatt

Tina Kuznetsova

Kirill Andreev

Alina Yarovaya

Alexander Boldachev

“As if plasma welding has held together the
seemingly impossible, the ancient Russian
syllable and the modern jazz drive ...” The
debut album of the group Zventa Sventana
was highly praised by Peter Gabriel himself.

from “Ivanushki International” will “make”
you dance to painfully familiar hits and
will delight you with songs from his solo
album.

with her pure soprano, will guide you into
the world of opera and create a space
of ideal beauty.

a virtuoso harpist and composer with other
musicians, will surprise with his eccentricity
and magical sounds.

Sergei Fedyanin

The Russian Format

DJ Anya

the host of the evening, will not leave any
of you ‘alone’, his inspiring and gambling
contests will lift even the most critical ones
onto the stage.

male choir, from carols to Soviet
and international hits, with its sincere
performance, harmony and the strength
of eight male voices will raise us to
an emotional height.

has specially selected for the evening Soviet
and modern tracks, favorite songs of all
eras and generations. Things will get hot!
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Format

WE ORGANISE PRIVATE & LARgE SCALE EVENTS
WITH RUSSIAN SOUL AND SWISS QUALITY
Our public events are for those who value live communication with smart,
successful, extraordinary representatives of the multicultural Swiss environment.
For those who are open to creating new, useful and pleasant contacts
in a refined and exclusive atmosphere. For businessmen, this is an opportunity
to strengthen existing ties and acquire new ones, leading to the development of
their business.

- Welcome Cocktail with life music
accompaniment

overstage
40
- Seated Gala dinner with
Russian and Swiss sponsors
and partners
show & interactive entertainment
22
6
(stars inperformance,
lifeannual
music,
life including
professional
the team
mass events,
including contractors
3 socially oriented ones
singing, guest’s dancing, contests &
3
30
interactive
game, lottery,
charity
Russian
diplomatic structures
bright
and successful events
providing official support
of various sizes
auction) / 15 tables by 10 persons
7 years
of successful work

over 34
Russian and Swiss stars and bands
who took part in the events

2
major own projects
of Russian culture in Switzerland

- After-Party with dancing by DJ

TO CONTACT
us
CONTACT FOR PARTNERS, SPONSORS & MEDIA

Booking tickets

We’ll be happy to answer any questions
you may have:

You can get more information on guest tickets
and packages:

"Russian Nights in Switzerland” is a cultural bridge between Russian
and Europeans living in Switzerland - a life celebration for those, who
appreciate aesthetic pleasure, comfortable service, cultural traditions
and the joy of socialising.
Our events are for those, who value live interaction with intelligent,
Zlata
Smirnova
successful,
extraordinary
representatives of the multiculturalNatalia
SwissGurova
+41 79 532 8595
+41 21 552 0770
environment.
For
those,
who
are
open
to
new,
useful
and
enjoyable
zlata@russiannights.ch
guest@russiannights.ch

contacts in a refined and exclusive atmosphere. For entrepreneurs, it

is an opportunity to strengthen existing ties and to acquire new ones,
leading to the development of their business.
Early Bird offer valid until 1 September 2021
To provide
a
boost
of
positive
energy
and
unforgettable
emotions
— 10% on all packages and tickets.
from extraordinary event - this is our mission”.

